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ABSTRACT

Background with aims and objectives: In last two decades, a multitude of clinical studies have investigated the role of cystatin C as a marker of kidney function. Cystatin C belongs to family 2 of the super family of cysteine protease inhibitors. It is produced in all the nucleated cells of the human body and its production rate is constant. Cystatin C is present in all human body fluids. The study was conducted to investigate the effect of Body Mass Index (BMI) on serum cystatin C in healthy population.

Study Design: Analytical cross-sectional.

Materials and Methods: Eighty five healthy subjects both males and females ages 18-60 years were included in this study group. These subjects were divided into three groups based on BMI as control, over weight and obese. Serum cystatin C was measured by ELISA.

Results: The serum cystatin C level was significantly high in over weight and obese groups as compared to control group in both males and females.

Conclusion: The present study suggests that BMI affects serum cystatin C level.
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INTRODUCTION

Human Cystatin C is a cationic, low molecular weight (13,359 kd) cysteine protease inhibitor. It is encoded by the CST3 gene that is being ubiquitously expressed at moderate levels. Earlier reports revealed that primarily cells of the neuroendocrine system synthesize Cystatin C. Later on, cystatin C production from many other cells including macrophages and fibroblasts has also been reported. Therefore, the synthesis of cystatin C does not seem to be tissue-specific and all nucleated cells constitutively express and constantly secrete cystatin C. However, few invivo studies reported that cystatin C production varies in response to various factors. Consequently, it is expected that such endogenous conditions may also alter the synthesis of cystatin C among tissues.

Cystatin C is an important extra- and tranacellular cysteine protease inhibitor and its monomeric form is present in all human body fluids. It is especially abundant in Cerebrospinal fluid, seminal plasma, milk, synovial fluid, saliva, tears, urine and blood plasma. The concentration of serum cystatin C in healthy adult individuals ranges around 0.8-1.2 mg/l depending upon the analytical method.

Body mass index (BMI) is a measure of adiposity obtained from the weight in kilograms divided by the square of the height in meters. Obesity is accompanied by hypertrophy and hyperplasia of adipocytes. The adipocytes not only serve as a site for storage of triacylglycerol, but are also capable of producing and secreting a number of proteins including cystatin C, that affect diverse physiological processes.

In last two decades, a multitude of clinical studies have evaluated the role of cystatin C as a marker of kidney function and proposed that increased serum levels are almost exclusively associated with a reduction in Glomerular filtration rate. A number of studies reported that Cystatin C does not appear to be affected by age, gender, diet, lean body mass, body fat content, inflammatory processes, liver functions or malignancies. Consequently, it was claimed that serum cystatin C levels as renal function marker is superior to serum creatinine and close to inulin clearance.
As there have been inconsistent reports regarding the effect of BMI on serum cystatin C levels, the present study was focused on the effect of BMI on serum cystatin C levels in healthy individuals in order to avoid interference by other factors.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

This is analytical cross sectional study. Eighty five (85) healthy subjects, both males and female (ages 18-60 years) were included in the study. All healthy subjects with serum creatinine <1.5 mg/dl in males and <1.3 mg/dl in females were included in the study. We excluded pregnant women, patients suffering from renal diseases, hypertension, diabetes mellitus and other systemic diseases.

**Data collection procedure:** Informed consent of all the study subjects was obtained and relevant history was recorded in proformas. Height was measured in centimetre (cm) on a standard height scale and weight was measured in kilograms on Camry weight scale. Body mass index was calculated as weight (kilogram) divided by square of height (meters squared).

The study subjects were divided into three groups according to their BMI\(^\text{13}\): 1. Controls: BMI 20-24.9 kg/m\(^2\) 2. Overweight: BMI 25-29.9 kg/m\(^2\) 3. Obese: BMI >30 kg/m\(^2\)

The human cystatin C enzyme linked immunosorbant assay (ELISA) test kit by BioVendor Germany, was used for the quantitative measurement of human cystatin C in serum.

**Statistical Analysis:** Mean (X), Standard deviation (SD), Standard error of mean (SEM) were calculated manually by using scientific calculator. Student “t” test was used for the comparison of group means. p-value less than 0.05 (5%) was regarded as significant.

**RESULTS**

Distribution of males and females in different groups is given in figure 1. Mean serum cystatin C levels in male control, overweight and obese group was 1.39±0.10, 2.42±0.08 and 3.15±0.08 mg/L respectively and was highly significantly (p <0.01) higher in overweight and obese group as compared to controls. In obese group cystatin C level was highly significantly (p <0.01) higher than overweight groups as well (Table 1).

Serum cystatin C level in control, overweight and obese female groups was 1.19±0.10, 2.27±0.07 and 2.85±0.05 mg/L respectively and was highly significantly (p <0.01) higher in overweight and obese groups as compared to control. In obese group serum cystatin C level was highly significantly (p <0.01) higher than overweight group (Table 1).

**DISCUSSION**

Although the validity of serum cystatin C as a more sensitive GFR marker has been extensively studied, the effect of obesity on serum cystatin C levels needs further research.

Schuck et al. reported that serum Cystatin C is independent of BMI. The major limitation of this study was inclusion of obese and non-obese chronic renal disease (CRD) patients and relative contribution of CRD and higher BMI to raised serum cystatin C in individual subjects could not be distinguished\(^\text{20}\).

However, there are a number of contrary reports that serum cystatin C levels do appear to be influenced by multiple factors including, male sex, greater weight and height, smoking and higher C-reactive protein levels\(^\text{22,23}\).
The present study evaluated the effect of BMI on serum cystatin C levels in healthy individuals. As there have been studies reporting elevated levels of serum cystatin C in various pathological conditions like renal disease, hypertension and diabetes, we excluded subjects suffering from these conditions. Moreover, we also excluded pregnant women as there have been studies reporting alteration of serum cystatin C in normal and complicated pregnancies.

The results of the present study reveal that the serum cystatin C level is significantly high in over weight and obese groups as compared to control group, both in males and females, suggesting an effect of BMI. As cystatin C is known to be produced in all nucleated cells including adipocytes, overweight and obese individuals are likely to have higher serum cystatin C level. A moderate but biologically insignificant correlation between BMI and cystatin C has been reported. Our results are generally in agreement with Knight et al. who have reported that serum cystatin C levels do appear to be influenced by multiple factors including greater weight and height.

Recently, Al Wakeel JS et al. and Muntner P et al. have also reported a significant correlation between serum cystatin C and BMI.

CONCLUSION
The present study suggests that BMI affects serum cystatin C level.
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